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OPTIMIZATION OF THE POWER AND CONTROL PARAMETERS OF HVAC SYSTEMS 

IN CONDITION OF THE UNSTEADY DUTIES 

N. Parfentjeva, 0. Samarin, S. Paulauskaite 

1. Introduction 

As we know, the main problem faced by the spe

cialists in the HV AC systems is ensuring the required 

comfort of internal meteorological conditions in the 

operating zone of rooms with minimal expenses for 

energy and materials [1]. Therefore, the design of 

building HV AC systems always assumes certain op

timisation of specified engineering decisions. How

ever, this problem becomes very important in our time 

due to the substantial increase of requirements for 

economical efficiency of the HV AC systems and the 

maintenance of given parameters of indoor air in vari

able external and internal exposures [2, 3]. It results in 

a need for new approaches to calculations, design, the 

operation of HV AC systems and their automatic con

trol systems (ACS). 

2. Method and results of investigations 

One of the most promising techniques which al

lows to achieve a substantial decrease in the maximal 

capacity of HV AC systems (in comparison with tradi

tional methods) is a joint consideration of transients 

possible to use their own thermostability of rooms, 

partially (and sometimes fully) to maintain a given 

thermal condition by the correlation of unit-step re

sponses of the shown objects which are, in essence, the 

unified systems. In this case, it is possible to decrease 

the design-basis capacity of HV AC systems and to 

simplify the controllers using a lead of heat distur

bances by action of HV AC systems controlled by ACS 

with PD or even P-control algorithm. Simultaneously, 

it becomes expedient to pass the maintenance function 

of the daily average internal air temperature t 0 to the 

qualitative control of central heat (cold) supply. Then 

the local ACS will only compensate the difference be

tween the set-point temperature and t0 , and the pro-

posed procedure of optimising the capacity of HV AC 

systems. And control parameters are developed just 

for such conditions. 

The given procedure is based on an assumption 

that common thermostability Pcorn of the system 

«room-HVAC and ACS-systems» combines room 

admittance Proorn and a control action of ACS Kc 

[4]. 
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Fig 1. The automatic control circuit of the indoor microcli
mate 

This immediately follows from the opposing

parallel connection of units corresponding to a room 

and HV AC systems in the circuit of automatic control 

of the indoor microclimate (Fig 1). Therefore HVAC 

system will compensate only that part of heat distur

bance Q, which cannot be balanced due to internal 

damping in the system. It is possible to show that this 

part can be expressed by amplitude of disturbance Aq 

and the generalised coefficient of assimilation of vari

able excess heat Kass. The latter is a further devel

opment of the concept of assimilation coefficient, 

which was first introduced [5] with reference to the 

compensation of radiant disturbances by convective 
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actions of HVAC systems but without reference to the 

automatic control of them. Then, the installation 

power of HV AC systems Qins combines the compen

sated part of disturbance and the average duty over 

the period Qav : 

Qins = ~v + Kass · Aq. (1) 

In the most general case, the assimilation coeffi

cient depends on the requirements to maintain the in

door temperature, ie on its acceptable amplitude Ata , 

the thermostability of a room, the amplitude of heat 

disturbance q, and compensating action of HV AC 

systems qr,hvac: 

K =A·(1-B·Rd)·B0 ass • (2) 

where Rd = Ata · Proom is the dynamic control coeffi-
Aq 

cient of HVAC systems B0 = f · (q, 1 · qr,hvac) is the 

measure of assimilation of radiant heat disturbances. 

A and B are parameters characterising the control al

gorithm. To some extent the form of specified control 

algorithm also affects Kass (because of its influence 

on values of A and B), and it is possible to show that 

the maximal effect from, the specified, like this meas

ures take place using proportional and derivative con

trollers with PD-control algorithm with specially fitted 

derivation period Td. The latter depends mainly on 

averaged head inertia of room Dav = 'f.D F and al-
'f.F 

lows to compensate the time lag of room response to 

heat disturbance: 

Td = 1,17·(3,5-Dav),hrs; (2a) 

but not less than 1,17 and not more than 2,93 hours at 

24-hours period of variations of heat disturbance. In 

this case A= B = 1, and K ass takes a minimally possi

ble value for the given system which is equal to 

( 1-Rd) · B0 . Nevertheless, using a simpler and rou

tine P-algorithm it is possible to achieve results, rather 

closely spaced to the optimal ones (especially when 

HV AC system is the heating one). The parameters A 

and Bin this case differ from 1: A increases (maximal 

magnitude is equal to 1,25), and B decreases up to 0,9-

0,95. 

By definition, assimilation coefficient is always 

less than 1, the thermostability of a room is never 

equal to zero. It is assumed, however, that the radiant 

fraction in heat emission (assimilation) of HVAC sys

tem QHVAC does not exceed the corresponding frac-

tion in heat disturbance, so the condition A0 < I is 

satisfied conforming to the known point [5] that it is 

more preferable to use a convective way of compensa

tion of radiant heat excess. In the specific case, when 

the resources of a room are sufficient for maintaining 

the designed internal conditions within required limits 

that takes place whenRd <:: 1, assimilation coefficient 

is equal to zero, and the automatic control by devia

tion from the average value is not required. Other-

wise, the gain K { ~] of proportional term of the 

controller should be determined. This gain is related 

to the assimilation coefficient and provides, with the 

specified value of Td , the required control action of 

ACS: 

A 
K1 = C ·Kass __ q_; 

Ata 
(3) 

where C is a parameter characterising control algo

rithm. When using proportional algorithm realised by 

P-controllers, C = 1; when using the optimal PD

algorithm, C decreases, and the least magnitude takes 

place for rooms with predominantly «light» enclosure 

and is equal to 0,75. 

Certain original ideas, being concerned with the 

described approach to calculation of the power of 

HVAC systems, were advanced earlier [6], but here 

they are used in a somewhat different form and inter

pretation. We should specially emphasize that the 

problem determining the minimally necessary HV AC 

power proves to be correlated with the calculation of 

heat inertia of a room and the unit-step responded of 

specified ACS. In this case obtaining savings is com

plex in character so far, as it is reduced not only to de

crease of overall dimensions of the equipment but also 

to shortening the flow rate of the hot (cold) fluids 

(including the air flow) as well as the diameters of 

pipelines and air ducts and energy expenditures to 

move the fluids in the pipelines. Moreover, there is an 

increase in the coefficient use of installation equip

ment power because of shortening the gap between 
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maximal and average duty of HV AC systems. In es

sence, for an advanced optimisation of HV AC systems 

it is feasible a more complete way for using passive 

(structural and volume-layout) HV AC elements for 

maintenance of the required parameters of indoor at

mosphere and so the decrease role is active. HV AC 

terms, and hence an opportunity of energy saving (in 

comparison with traditional approaches). 

It is possible to determine the dimensions of the 

achieved saving in the given case on the basis of the 

following characteristic example. Calculations have 

been carried out for the room with a floor area of 

16m2 with maximal heat excess Qmax = 1500· Wt, so 

that Aq is also equal to 750 · Wt . It was 9 hrs-

duration Qav = 750 · Wt, so that Aq is also equal to 

750 Wt. It was assumed, that the increase of excess 

heat was connected predominantly with solar radia

tion, thus the radiant fraction in them q, = 0,8 . The 

other 20% reach by convection window surfaces. As 

HAC system the air convective cooling system was 

specified, ie qr,hvac = 0. Characteristics of the enclo-

sure correspond to a regular room in a building with 

silicate brick walls, gypsum-concrete bulkheads and 

hollow reinforced concrete ceilings. In this case the 

thermostability of the room P,00m = 460 · ~ , when 

the floor height is equal to 2, 7 m, and value B0 = 0,57 . 

Then using P-control algorithm for HV AC sys

tems and rather stringent requirements to the ampli

tude of the indoor temperature (equal to 1 °C), the 

sufficient installation power of the equipment 

Qins = 940· Wt that corresponds to the magnitude 

Kass = 0,25. It takes only 63% of the maximal duty of 

the room and 16% less than the magnitude found 

from existing procedure of calculation in the unsteady 

thermal regime of a room [5] with no regard to the ef

fect of automatic control upon the power of HV AC 

systems and equating in essence, the coefficient Kass 

to the value B0 . When using the optimal PD-control 

algorithm, the required power decreases up to 

915 · Wt , and the difference increases up to 39% and 

19% correspondingly, that can be provided using the 

Wt 
parameters of ACS K 1 = 190 · K and Td = 2,9hrs . 

The pattern of transient processes in the system 

«room-HV AC and ACS-systems» is shown in Fig 2. 

When extending the feasible range of variation of in

door temperature up to 1,65 deg. to both directions 

from the average one, the installation power acquires 

the minimally feasible magnitude which is equal to 

Qav(940· Wt). 
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Fig 2. The pattern of transient processes in the system 
«room-HVAC and ACS-systemS>> in condition of the un
steady duties 

It is necessary that all the shown reasoning hold 

true in any behaviour of the heat exposure variations 

(not only in the regular ones). Under unit-step distur

bances the count of amplitudes shall be performed not 

from the average magnitudes but from the reference 

ones (before disturbance). Besides, the thermostability 

of the room cannot be calculated by traditional proce

dures, because it proves to be variable. The corre

sponding measure can be defined using data [7] de

pending on the specified duration of a setting time. 

3. Conclusions 

The given procedure of the optimisation of the 

HV AC power and ACS parameters to a sufficient ex

tent takes into account the main factors effecting the 

unsteady thermal conditions of room. It is a simple 

and convenient way for engineers and it fully corre

sponds to the concept of creation of Buildings with 

Efficient Use of Energy [2]. Besides, it is suitable for 

comparing alternative schemes of the basic HV AC 

decisions even in the producing survey stage, and that 

causes its main usefulness in practice. 
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SILDYMO, vEDINIMO IR ORO KONDICIONA VIMO 
SISTEMl) GALIOS IR VALDYMO PARAMETRl) 
OPTIMIZAVIMAS NESTACIONARAUS REZIMO 
SJ\LYGOMIS 

N. Parfentjeva, 0. Samarin, S. Paulauskaite 

Santrauka 

Kaip zinia, pagrindinis sildyrno, vedinimo ir oro 
kondicionavimo sisteml! - mikroklimato kondicionavimo 
sisteml! (MKS) - specialistl! uzdavinys yra reikiamq mikro
klimato parametrq uztikrinimas patalpos darbo zonoje 
minimaliomis materialinemis ir energetinemis s~naudomis. 
Ypac svarbi si problema kylant MKS ekonomiskumo ir 
nustatytq aplinkos parametrq uztikrinimo reikalavimams 
esant kintamiems vidiniams ir isoriniams poveikiams. Tai 
reikalauja naujo poziiirio i MKS sistemq skaiciavim~, 

projektavim~, eksploatavim~ ir automatini reguliavim~. 

Siekiant suma.Zinti maksimali~ MKS gali~ perspektyvu 
kompleksiskai nagrineti dinaminius procesus, vykstanCius 
patalpoje, mikroklimato kondicionavimo sistemoje ir 
automatinio reguliavimo sistemoje (ARS). Be to, siejant 
minetq objektq dinamines charaktristikas i viening~ sistem~ 
reguliaraus rezimo s~lygomis pasirinktai tempetatiirinei 
aplinkai palaikyti, is dalies galima isnaudoti patalpos savllii 
siluminj pastovum~. 

Pasiiilyta metodika, kurioje daroma prielaida, kad 
bendras sistemos "patalpa - MKS - ARS" siluminis 
pastovumas susideda is patalpos siluminio pastovumo 
rodiklio ir ARS valdancio poveikio, del ko MKS turi 
kompensuoti tik dali silumos poveikiq patalpoje. si dalis 
isreiskiama poveikiq amplitude ir apibendrintu kintanCiq 
silumos issiskyrimq koeficientu. 

Pateikta MKS galios ir ARS parametrq optimizavimo 
metodika, jvertinanti pagrindinius faktorius, darancius jtak~ 
nestacionariam patalpos silumos rezimui, yra pakankamai 
paprasta. Ji gali biiti taikoma principiniams MKS 
sprendimams palyginti. 
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